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Abstract—This paper presents a low-complexity multiuser de-
coding technique that can be implemented in real time for a con-
volutionally coded direct sequence code division multiple access
(DS-CDMA) system. The main contribution, denoted here as the
iterative prior update (IPU), consists of iterative interference can-
cellation and prior updates on sequences of coded bits combined
with M-algorithm and list decoding. We illustrate performance
gains over other low-complexity sequence detection and decoding
strategies and argue that the algorithm converges within a few
iterations and requires only a small size buffer for keeping track
of the priors along iterations. The fact that the we can use existing
available architectures for Viterbi decoding with slight modifica-
tions and can meet the real-time processing constraints makes the
IPU algorithm an attractive alternative for cellular systems.
Index Terms—Iterative detection and decoding, list decoding,
multiuser detection and decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
THIS paper considers a reverse link multiuser code divisionmultiple access (CDMA) system with convolutional codes
to protect against errors due to interference and thermal noise.
Multiuser detection schemes [1] for uncoded data are shown
to be extremely effective against multiple access interference.
For coded information bits, the optimal detection and decoding
strategy combines the trellises of all the users. However, the de-
coding complexity of this algorithm grows exponentially with
the number of users [3]. A simple low-complexity alternative
is to decouple the detection and decoding blocks. This reduced
complexity algorithm suffers from significant performance loss.
It is demonstrated that a tightly coupled pipelined iterative de-
tection and decoding scheme can achieve the balance between
performance loss and computational complexity.
The proposed iterative prior update (IPU) algorithm com-
bines the maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding rule with
the successive interference cancellation scheme in an iterative
framework. This basic idea of an iterative detection and de-
coding scheme has already been proposed by other researchers
[4], [5]. The solution here differs in two aspects.
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First, a posteriori decision rule on entire code words rather
than individual symbols is used. Also, instead of uniform priors,
decoding results from previous iterations were used not only to
reduce interference but also to update priors of decoder. We
argue, with numerical examples, how this strategy improves
over simpler joint detection and decoding schemes.
Second, a pipelined version of the IPU algorithm is proposed
to reduce the decoding latency associated with the traditional
word-based joint detection and decoding scheme. It is essen-
tially a variant of the standard Viterbi algorithm [10] and hence
can be implemented with currently available highly optimized
decoders with minor modifications. We argue, with numerical
examples, that for real-time applications this strategy provides
a receiver structure that has low computational complexity, low
delay and buffer size requirements, and thus can be deployed in
practical systems.
After describing the system model in Section II, details of
the IPU algorithm are provided in Section III along with discus-
sions on computational complexity and delay issues. Numerical
examples are provided in Section IV followed by concluding
remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a reverse link system with K users, user k transmit-
ting a block of N -coded bits dk corresponding to the informa-
tion bits bk. The unique repetitive spreading sequence sk and
the received signal strength Ak are assumed to be constant over
this transmission block. The discretized chip-matched filter out-
put at the receiver is given by [2] r = SAd + z, where S and A
are the matrix representations of the spreading sequence and the
received signal strength, respectively, and d = [d1, . . . ,dK ]T
are the coded bits of all users. The additive white Gaussian
noise vector is given by z.
The code-matched filter output y = SHr is a sufficient statis-
tic to estimate the transmitted symbols [1]. The MAP estimate
of d (and, therefore, b), given the matched filter output y,
minimizes the probability of sequence estimation error. Using
the strict monotonicity of the logarithm function and Bayes’
rule, we can write the log-MAP estimate as
dˆ = argmax
d∈C
log p(d|y) = argmax
d∈C
[log p(y|d) + log p(d)]
(1)
where C denotes the collection of all the users’ codebooks.
The optimal code words d for all users are obtained by a
joint search over the codebooks of all K users. The search
1536-1276/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the IPU algorithm.
space is exponential in number of users, and hence, this search
algorithm is not suitable for real-time implementation. It is to
be noted that the well-known maximum-likelihood sequence
detection rule is a special case of (1) when there are uniform
priors on the coded bit sequences of all the users. However, it
is demonstrated that a MAP-based decoding strategy is more
suitable for an iterative detection and decoding scheme.
III. ITERATIVE MULTIUSER DETECTION AND DECODING
Let Ik = {1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,K} represent the set of
interferers for user k. The received signal can be rewritten as
r = SkAkdk + SIkAIkdIk + z, explicitly separating out the
desired signal and the interference signal for user k. If there are
accurate estimates of the coded bit sequences of the interferers
dˆIk , then the signal yˆk = SHk (r− SIkAIk dˆIk) would be a
sufficient statistic for the estimation of the coded bit sequence
dˆk = arg max
dk∈Ck
[log p(yˆk|dk) + log p(dk)] . (2)
The higher the reliability of the decoded sequences dˆIk , the
lesser is the residual interference in yˆk and the better is the
estimate of dk from yˆk. In an efficient iterative detection
and decoding scheme, the reliability of the decoded sequences
dˆIk improves with iterations. The proposed IPU algorithm
is structurally similar to many other iterative detection and
decoding schemes [6], [7] as illustrated in Fig. 1. During the
ith iteration, for each user k, estimates of the code words of the
interfering users dˆIk are used from the previous step to obtain
a semi-interference-free soft signal yˆk. The single-user MAP
decoding algorithm is then used to obtain the estimates dˆk that
are subsequently used in the next iteration. However, unlike
previous solutions, instead of a uniform prior, in each iteration
the decoding process is used not only to estimate the coded bits
dk but also to compute and reuse the likelihood distribution of
the entire code word space. In fact, in each iteration, posterior
estimates from previous iterations are used as priors for the
subsequent iteration. It bears noting that the MAP estimate is
essentially the mode of this distribution. Initially, due to the
low reliability of the decoded code block sequence, the mode
by itself is not an accurate indicator of the posterior probability
distribution p(d|y). Over iterations, the probability density
function (pdf) will gravitate towards a unit mass centered at the
mode of the distribution.
An effective real-time IPU algorithm should also address
decoding delay and storage requirements. A simple variation
of the Viterbi algorithm can be used to compute not only the
mode but also the entire distribution p(y|d) and (1). Generally,
this requires tracking 2NR code word prefixes per user, where
R is the coding rate, and is prohibitive in both computational
and storage space requirements.
However, the a posteriori probability (APP) of a handful of
code words can very well approximate the entire distribution.
Thus, akin to list decoding [11], [12], the APP of top L
code words is calculated, stored, and used. The sensitivity of
performance to L is studied through simulations.
To reduce decoding delay for real-time applications, in-
stead of a block decoding technique, a code word window of
{1, . . . , 5κ}, where κ is the constraint length of the convolu-
tional code to decode the first symbol, was considered. In the
next stage, we slide the window to include the 5κ + 1th code
symbol and drop the already decoded first symbol to decode the
second symbol.
The pipelined IPU algorithm combines the above two ideas.
For each of these decoding windows, the L most probable
paths need to be computed. However, the top L paths up to
level t in the trellis will not necessarily lead to the top L most
probable paths up to any subsequent levels. Lemma 1 shows
how to overcome this problem in a storage-efficient manner by
maximizing the reuse of previous computations.
Lemma 1: For a convolutional code of constraint length κ, to
evaluate the top L paths (with largest likelihoods) at any level
or depth of the trellis, we need to store at most L2κ path metrics
(see [13] for the details of the proof).
The proof of Lemma 1 demonstrates that having the L most
probable paths terminating at each of nodes at the (t− 1)th
level of the trellis will enable calculating the top L most
probable paths up to the tth level. There are 2κ nodes at each
level of the trellis for a convolutional code of constraint length
κ, and hence we need to store at most L2κ paths.
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The list decoding algorithm involves identifying the L most
probable paths up to a certain level of the trellis. Naive imple-
mentation will involve elaborate sorting for each stage of the
pipeline. Using clever data structure and exploiting the rela-
tionship between computations in each stage, the complexity
can be dramatically reduced. Specifically, it is shown that if a
sorted list of L most probable paths up to all nodes in level t− 1
is maintained, then during the computation of the same metric
for all nodes up to level t the repeated elaborate sorting can be
avoided.
To compute the L most likely paths ending at node st at
level t, the set of all the nodes St−1 at level t− 1 that have a
branch ending at st is considered. The list of the top L paths
for each of these nodes is stored in a descending order during
the calculation in the pipeline stage. Now since for all paths
ending at st and going through some node st−1 ∈ St−1, the
log-probability of the path ending in st is the sum of the log
probability of the path ending in st−1 and the log-probability of
the branch connecting st−1 to st, and if a sorted list of the log-
probabilities of all the paths terminating at st−1 is maintained,
then the paths ending at st and passing through st−1 automat-
ically get sorted. This is true for all nodes st−1 ∈ St−1. Thus,
computation of the L most probable paths ending at st involves
merging these sorted lists and choosing the top L elements from
this merged list. Combining the above ideas, the steps of the
delay and storage efficient IPU algorithm are presented next.
A. Delay and Buffer Efﬁcient (DBE) IPU Algorithm
1) For all of the N -coded bits, set the initial coded sequence
estimates dˆk = 0 and initial priors p(dk) uniform for k ∈
{1, . . . ,K}.
2) Begin with n = 1. In order to decode the nth-coded bit
for all the users, take a block length of size 5κ bits,
[yˆk(n), . . . , yˆk(n + 5κ− 1)]. During estimation of the
(n− 1)th bits, we have computed the most probable code
word sequence [dˆk(n− 1), dˆk(n), . . . , dˆk(n + 5κ− 2)]
and the log-probabilities of all code words ending at level
n + 5κ− 2. The priors for the first iteration step of the
current block are essentially the posterior probabilities
of the code word sequences obtained from the decoding
window for the (n− 1)th bit and the initial estimate is
[dˆk(n), . . . , dˆk(n + 5κ− 2), 0]. Iterate as follows.
a) In iteration step i, for user k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
i) Set yˆik = SHk (r− SIkAIk dˆi−1Ik ), where Ik ={1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,K}.
ii) Set yˆk = yˆik and the posterior probabilities from
the (i− 1)th iteration as p(dk) in (2). Calculate
the posterior probabilities and the estimate dˆik
for the ith step. Use Lemma 1 to calculate the log-
likelihoods for only the top L paths in the trellis.
For all other paths, use a uniform probability that
is smaller than the probability of the smallest
among the L paths. Combine log-likelihoods with
the prior to find the posterior.
iii) Set the prior for the next iteration as p(di+1k ) =
p(dik|yˆik).
Fig. 2. Comparative study of various joint detection and decoding algorithms
with a 12-user system and spreading gain of 31.
b) Iterate until there is no further change in successive
estimates for the first bit of the block for all the users.
3) Increase n by 1. If n ≤ N , go back to step 2 to repeat the
procedure to decode the next coded bit. Otherwise stop.
The algorithm requires O[5κ(K + 2κ+1)] operations per coded
bit per user per iteration, O(5κK) operations for interference
cancellation, and O(5κ2κ+1) for the log-likelihood estimation.
This value is slightly higher than the iterative algorithms pro-
posed in the literature [3], which require O(K + 2κ+1) opera-
tions per iteration. However, the algorithm significantly reduces
the decoding delay to 5κ from N and the storage requirements
to 2L2κ from 2NR. It is to be noted that to compute the path
metrics for bit n, the path metrics for bit n− 1 have to be
remembered. This contributes to the multiplicative factor of
2 in the storage requirement expression. From the above analy-
sis, it is clear that the primary difficulty in the real-time im-
plementation of any joint detection and decoding scheme is
associated with the complexity of the decoder. A simulation
analysis of the proposed algorithm and a system example
illustrating real-time decoding capabilities are provided next.
IV. NUMERICAL STUDIES
A. Performance Analysis
Consider 12 user systems with a spreading gain of 31 (Gold
codes) and the amplitude of all other users being twice that
of user 1. For error protection, the users have a convolutional
code of rate 2/3 and constraint length 5. Fig. 2 provides the bit
error rate (BER) performance of user 1 for various multiuser
detection/decoding algorithms.
The curve labeled “MF+Viterbi” is for a system where
hard decisions on coded bits are made based on matched
filter outputs and then passed through K single-user Viterbi
decoders. “Hard2stage + conv” has a two-stage hard-output
multistage detector followed by single-user Viterbi decoders.
Since the multistage detector is better in mitigating multiple
access interference, the performance of “Hard2stage + conv”
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the normalized probability distribution of the top ten
paths with the number of iterations.
is superior to “MF+Viterbi.” “2stage + trellis” refers to the
algorithm described in [5]. A multistage detector in conjunc-
tion with K single-user soft Viterbi decoders is used. We
have iterated the algorithm two times. Since this algorithm
combines detection and decoding, performance is better than
“Hard2stage + conv.” Finally, “2stage + DBE IPU” refers to
the DBE IPU algorithm described in Section III with two itera-
tion steps. It was observed that the IPU algorithm consistently
outperforms all the other schemes of comparable complexity.
It provides a gain of about 0.5 dB over the best algorithm
(“2stage + trellis”) for a BER of 10−3. It also comes to within
0.5 dB of the single-user bound for this loaded system. Instead
of BER, if the block error rates of the above algorithms are
considered, it was found that the relative performances of the
algorithms remain unchanged.
Fig. 3 illustrates how the normalized probability distribution
for the top ten paths (L = 10) evolves over iterations. Within
a few (two to three) iterations, it is possible to distinguish the
most likely path with high reliability.
It is clear that further performance improvement over the
IPU algorithm, which attempts to minimize the sequence error,
can be achieved if algorithms that minimize the probability
of symbol error are considered [6], [7]. However, traditionally
Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek, and Raviv (BCJR) [9] based algorithms
are an order of magnitude more complex (see [8] for details)
and require larger decoding delays (due to its block-based na-
ture) and storage.
The simulation comparison (Fig. 4) shows that the perfor-
mance of this symbol MAP-based joint detection and decoding
algorithm (labeled “BCJR”) is better than the proposed IPU for
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranges. However, for high SNR
values, the performance difference is almost insignificant.
B. Cost of Implementation of the IPU Algorithm:
Storage and Computational Requirements
Each iteration of the IPU algorithm improves the perfor-
mance at an added computational cost. Fig. 5 illustrates the
Fig. 4. Comparison of decoding algorithms based on BCJR algorithms (that
minimize BER) and IPU decoding scheme for a 12-user system and spreading
gain of 31.
Fig. 5. Convergence study of the IPU algorithm; K = 12, Nc = 31, L = 6,
convolutional code of rate R = 2/3, and κ = 5.
sensitivity of the performance of the IPU algorithm to the
number of iterations. The simulation parameters are the same
as in Fig. 2 and the SNR is fixed at 6 dB. We observe that IPU
achieves its near optimal performance only after two to three
iterations. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm, O[5κ(K +
2κ+1)] per iteration, is essentially linear with the number of
users.
The sensitivity of DBE IPU (with three iterations) to L, the
number of paths stored, was also studied. By Lemma 1, L is
directly related to the storage requirements of the system. The
simulation results in Fig. 6 show that by storing probabilities
for only a few (five to six) number of paths, the limiting per-
formance can be achieved. Although both of the above pa-
rameters depend on the number of users in the system, the
spreading gain Nc, and the constraint length of the code κ, the
analysis shows that this dependence is quite weak. In fact, for
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most systems with realistic spreading gains and with number
of users as that simulated here, the number of paths needed to
achieve the limiting performance was less than ten. Hence, as
claimed, the algorithm has low storage requirements.
C. Real-Time Implementation
To illustrate the real-time capabilities of the IPU algorithm,
consider a system with 15 users each transmitting at 20 kb/s.
Each user has a convolutional code of rate 2/3 and constraint
length 5. If a block length of 1024 data bits is considered, the
receiver will have 0.05 s to decode all the information bits of all
the users.
For the optimal joint multiuser trellis decoding tech-
nique, the complexity of the algorithm per user is given by
(N2K+κ+1)/K. Using N = 1024, K = 15, and κ = 5 as
above, a total of 128× 106 operations per user is needed.
Assuming a 200-MHz TI DSP processor (TMS320C6701) per
user, it will require 0.64 s to complete all the operations. Even if
the processor can utilize all the eight available functional units
all the time, which in most applications is not possible, 0.08 s
would still be needed.
For the DBE IPU algorithm, we have a smaller decoding
delay, which is equal to 25 (5κ) bit periods (i.e., only 1.25 ms).
In each pipeline stage, one new bit is pushed in and 1 bit is
decoded. Consequently, since a data rate of 20 kb/s is consid-
ered, we would like to find out whether we can complete one
stage of the pipeline and decode 1 bit in 0.05 ms. Recall from
Section III that the DBE IPU algorithm requires 5κ(K + 2κ+1)
operations per user per bit per iteration. It is shown in Fig. 5
that about two to three iterations are enough to get near optimal
performance. Hence, for the above code and processor, assum-
ing three iterations, we calculate that the DBE IPU algorithm
can be completed in 30 µs. If we assume a very realistic two-
way parallelism (two out of eight possible functional units used
on the average), the decoding time per user per bit is only
15 µs, which is below the required 50 µs. Also, we need less
than 1 kb of storage space for the partially decoded paths
per user. Coupled with the fact that performance is better
than other low-complexity multiuser schemes, we argue that
the IPU algorithm is an attractive alternative for real-time
implementations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a low-complexity multiuser joint detection and
decoding algorithm for a convolutionally coded direct sequence
code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) system has been
described. The main goal was to show that this algorithm
is suitable for systems requiring real-time communications
such as cellular voice. The optimal joint detector/decoder has
exponential complexity in the number of mobile users and
is not practical for such real-time applications. The proposed
iterative prior update (IPU) algorithm is based on iterative
interference cancellation together with maximum a posteriori
(MAP) decoding for sequences of coded bits and prior updates
at every iteration. It requires a small storage space for storing
priors along iterations, has low decoding delay, and has fast
Fig. 6. Sensitivity study of the DBE IPU algorithm to storage space, K = 12,
Nc = 31, R = 2/3, and κ = 5.
convergence. The complexity can be shown to be linear with
the number of users. It also has the added benefit of utilizing
the already existing hardware for Viterbi decoding. Through
simulations, it is shown that the performance is superior to
other low-complexity sequence detection strategies. A numer-
ical example illustrating the benefits of the algorithm in real-
time applications is also provided.
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